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Dapol N Scale Class 50 - Installation Instructions

The RealDrive Class 50 sound project has been designed with the new Dapol N scale
locomotive in mind. Function mapping for this project has been set for prototypical lighting 
straight out of the box, making it much easier for the end user to take advantage of all the 
lighting options that Prototypical lighting has to offer - without the extra work required
conventionally.

To be able to successfully install the RealDrive Class 50 sound decoder it is essential to make 
a couple minor adjustments to the chassis PCB switches. Although the Next-18 decoder is 
plug and play, the switches on the chassis PCB may be set for DC operation only.

Please be aware that we have found typo’s within Dapol’s operating instructions / user
manual. The manual states that lights are mapped to certain function outputs which we 
have proven to be incorrect. However, this isn’t an issue as we have correctly mapped the 
function outputs for all of the lights.

To take full advantage of the advanced function mapping for the lights, the following switch 
states need to be set:

Switch 1 - Position 2
Switch 2 - Position 2
Switch 3 - Position 2
Switch 4 - Position 1
Switch 5 - Position 1

The diagram below indicates where the switches are located on the chassis PCB, and also the 
various switched states. Note that for a tidy installation Dapol have included a set of solder 
pads near the speaker to wire the speaker to the chassis PCB, it does not matter which way 
the speaker is connected. The speaker terminals are marked LS+ & LS-.
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